
Flag Day Fun 
RhymeLovingWriter™  

Category/categories:  Secular, Seasonal, Educational, History, Fun 
Ages: 4-12 (estimate) 

Theme:  Rhymed  Treasure Hunt/Flag History Study Unit puzzle combination 

This unique design feature creates  TWO TREATS IN ONE! 

This Flag Day Fun rhymed treasure hunt was created for use on or near the U.S. celebra-
tion of Flag Day, June 14. Use the rhymes to find the next clue and a small cut out picture 
puzzle hidden along with it. When the hunt is completed (or along the way), put together 
each puzzle to learn even more flag facts! 

The hunt consists of five rhymed clues. Each clue is accompanied by small, half-page puzzle 
surrounded by interesting flag facts. After printing the clue and puzzle, use the included 
markings to cut the puzzle in pieces. Hide each puzzle in an envelope along with the next 
clue. Each time the children complete the puzzle they will have a chance to review some 
historical facts. The following pages include: 

 A ‘history oriented’ rhyme for each clue (five of them) 

 Five half-page puzzles to print, cut-apart, and hide along with clues 

 Bonus appendix page with links to flag day crafts! 

Completing the hunt is reward itself, but assembling the puzzles will enable children to be-
come familiar with and memorize flag facts. There is also an optional prize list below if you 
want to add an additional reward at the end of the treasure hunt. 

A flag is to be honored with respect for the good it represents. 

Happy Rhyming (and hunting)! 

An adult or older child needs to place clues with envelope containing cut apart puzzle 
pieces attached prior to beginning the hunt  -  preferably without being seen! 
 
Suggested list of (optional) prizes 
Small United States flags (available at hobby stores), flag lapel pin, cupcakes or cookies 
decorated like the flag, red/white/blue crepe paper to use to decorate a doorway for Flag 
Day, curly straws with flag attached on top or w/out attachment but in flag colors 
 

 



Puzzle from Clue #1 

Cut apart and put in an envelope or baggie to hide along with the clue #2 

 

Clue #1 
 (Read this clue aloud to everyone to start the hunt) 

 

There’s many days within each year we celebrate for fun 

And Flag Day (marked as June 14) is such a special one 

It’s very patriotic, with a chance to celebrate 

But do you know just why our flag is something really great? 

It has to do with country pride, remembering our past 

A flag is more than colored cloth—a symbol that will last 

It tells of those who fight for good that all men can be free 

It helps us to remember those who died for you and me 

The stage now set with hidden clues to move this hunt along 

Perhaps the way to start this up is patriotic song? 

Just hum or whistle Yankee Doodle, searching with delight 

Your second clue is hidden where a door and frame unite 

This official original American Flag had 13 stripes and 13 stars to represent the original 13 colonies which in-

cluded: Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Georgia, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland, South Carolina, 

New Hampshire, Virginia, New York, North Carolina, and Rhode Island. 

https://www.usflagstore.com/american_flag_history_1776_to_present_s/2205.htm 



Clue #2 
(Hide this clue w/puzzle pieces from clue #1, rolled up & taped in or near a door frame) 

 

You found that rather easily. Your searching skills are good. 

Did you know flags need special care? (a practice we all should) 

We fly our flag on special days or every day year round 

While handling it, take special care it doesn’t touch the ground. 

So far our flag’s been modified for twenty six displays 

Each time we added states they rearranged the star array 

They also added stripes at first, but quickly came to see 

The flag might one day grow to be too big (eventually) 

The flag you’ll find with this next clue has got a special name 

It flew at Ft. McHenry (hint: an anthem’s called the same) 

But first, you have to find it. Did you look inside a box? 

No wait—I think instead you should inspect somebody’s socks. 

Puzzle from Clue #2 

Cut apart and put in an envelope or baggie to hide along with the clue #3 

 

This particular edition of the American Flag is known as the Star Spangled Banner because it was the actual flag 

that flew over Fort McHenry and served as the inspiration for Francis Scott Key’s song that would become the 

national anthem, “Star Spangled Banner”, of The United States of America. 

https://res.cloudinary.com/springbok-puzzles-com/image/upload/q_60/v1425492641/FlagSite/FlagHistory3.jpg 



Clue #3 
(Hide this clue, along with the puzzle pieces from clue #2 inside a pair of clean socks) 

 

I’m glad those socks weren’t stinky—that would be an awful trick 

This treasure hunt was written to be fun (not make you sick)! 

Back to the flag—do you know how our Flag Day came to be? 

It took some perseverance and some dedicated pleas. 

It didn’t catch on right away, or so the stories go 

From 1861 and forward, several would propose 

A day to honor our great flag, which often had been missed 

There’s Cigrand, Kerr, and Morris (and some others on the list) 

Officially established, though a holiday it’s not 

It never hurts to pause in thanks, rememb’ring what we’ve got 

You need another clue though to continue on this spree 

Go look behind your ‘boob tube’ (also known as a T.V.) 

Puzzle from Clue #3 

Cut apart and put in an envelope or baggie to hide along with the clue #4 

 

The Act of April 4th, 1818 enacted a new policy that provided for a constant of 13 stripes on all American Flags 

and one star for each state. The act stated that the flag would be officially modified on the 4th of July following 

the admission of each new state. 

https://res.cloudinary.com/springbok-puzzles-com/image/upload/q_60/v1425492641/FlagSite/FlagHistory4.jpg 



Puzzle from Clue #4 

Cut apart and put in an envelope or baggie to hide along with clue #5. 

 

Clue #4 
(Hide this clue, along with puzzle pieces from clue#3, behind your television) 

 

Now we’re up to 1819 (from the clues you’ve found) 

Many things have happened since, we’ve covered lots of ground 

Some decided Flag Day should become a holiday 

(In) 1937, Pennsylvania led the way 

Other states and cities follow suit with civic pride 

Honoring the noble truths for which some men have died 

William Driver, sea captain, was first (or so it’s told) 

To call his flag “Old Glory”, while he sailed the waters bold 

Now seen in the Smithsonian, along with treasures more 

US flags, from centuries, with background facts galore 

One more clue and then you’re done with hunting on this quest 

Go and look where someone puts their head when they’re at rest 

This was the flag that was flown by armies of the North during the first half of the Civil War. The flag had 34 

stars to represent all of the country’s states, even those that were attempting to secede from the union. 

https://res.cloudinary.com/springbok-puzzles-com/image/upload/q_60/v1425492642/FlagSite/FlagHistory17.jpg 



According to Federal flag laws and regulations, the flag should be displayed from sunrise to sunset (unless there’s 

inclement weather). That said, for patriotic effect, the flag may be displayed 24 hours a day as long as it’s 

“properly illuminated” while it’s dark out.  

https://res.cloudinary.com/springbok-puzzles-com/image/upload/q_60/v1425492643/FlagSite/

FlagHistory28.jpg 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/8-fun-facts-about-the-american-flag_us_5776b97ce4b0a629c1a9ed6b 

Clue #5 
(Hide this clue, along with puzzle pieces from clue#4, under a pillow in a bedroom) 

 

Hunts for flag clues keep you hopping, rafters to the floor 

Hope you’ve learned some things this time you never knew before 

Just a bit more trivia before the hunt is through 

Which state/star is fiftieth upon the field of blue? 

If you guessed Hawaii, you should get a flower lei 

Now I have another question—if that’s quite OK? 

Our great flag has been to space—was planted on the moon 

Can you say who did it first—in what year? Do not swoon. 

Lots more things have flag connections— this I’m sure you knew 

Can you pledge allegiance now, without a quick review? 

This was fun—now one last hint will take you to the prize 

Find the final puzzle in a place you’d bake some pies. 

Puzzle from Clue #5 

Cut apart and put in an envelope or baggie to hide inside a cold oven w/optional treasure if chosen 



BONUS PAGE! 

APPENDIX 

Review the following links for possible craft ideas to extend 

the fun of the treasure hunt. Please note: most crafts require 

preparation or gathering supplies (not included) prior to use  

 

30 American Flag Crafts 

http://kidsactivitiesblog.com/53337/30-american-flag-crafts 

US Flag Day Crafts and Activities 

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/crafts/flagday/ 

10 Flag Day Crafts: Stars and Stripes Forever 

http://www.njfamily.com/NJ-Family/June-2011/10-Flag-Day-

Crafts-Stars-and-Stripes-Forever/ 

Flag Day Activity and Crafts for Kids 

http://www.childfun.com/holidays/summer/flag-day/ 
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